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Hello Advocates! I hope you are all having a great week! 

 

We have many things in the works, such as: 

We have a generous musically talented person who has         

contacted us regarding doing some work with a child that          

shows an inclination to music. If one of your CASA kids           

shows promise, please contact me. This would be a         

fantastic opportunity. 

We have also been contacted regarding finding someone        

who might be able to help with some sign language. If           

you have that knowledge, please let me know and I will           

get you in touch. 

Do any of you speak Spanish? Or any other language? Let           

us know and we can keep that in mind if the need arises. 

 



Book Club: To the End of June by Cris Beam. Be ready to             

discuss at the end of the month. Time and date TBA. 

Now I know you all have at least one Superpower, yet I            

did not hear from one of you on what yours was! Just like             

we need your caring, kindness and generous hearts to         

become an advocate, some help in other ways in all kinds           

of areas, such as helping us begin to plan for our auction            

at our next Superhero Event. We are looking for         

donations of any kind of items and gift cards that can be            

part of a raffle. Are you crafty? (In a good way of course!             

LOL) . Can you help with a future training session by           

helping with food, copies, etc? Is there a handyman         

among you that could help us with small things from          

time to time? Could you help Marguerite with our         

flowerbed from time to time? (She works really hard on          

this and we love her for it!). Do you have time to set up a               

table at a festival or gathering to hand out info and tell            

people about CASA? We are waiting to hear from you! 

 

 

Our next CASA Connections will be held Wednesday,        

June 12 at the CASA of SoLA office. The meeting will be            



conducted by our own Paula Andrus. It will be from 5:30           

to 6:30. Here are a few words from Paula: 

“During our state audit, it was revealed that we need to           

improve the way we make Contact Log Entries. The         

following document will explain some of the changes.”  

 
CONTACT LOGS 

In March at CASA Connections, we discussed all of the required entries for OPTIMA and how you 
could assist your supervisor by reviewing all of the entries concerning your case. The most critical entries 
into OPTIMA are your Contact Log notes. Our state auditor is looking for Fact-Based observations that 
answer the 5 Ws, Who, What, When, Where, and Why. We are also advocates so our notes should 
indicate how we are advocating for the children.  

We, as an organization, have been found lacking in the construction of our notes and in 
documenting volunteer supervision. As of May 1, 2019, you will start to notice a change in our Contact 
Log process. 

 

      What is the change? 

1. Advocate will enter a note that address the 5 Ws. (You don’t need to list them, just make sure it 
is clear who you contacted, what was discussed or observed, why you initiated the contact, 
where and when it took place.) 

2. Supervisor will read note, and if clarification is needed, the supervisor will not approve the note, 
but will add a supervisory note indicating contact with the volunteer. 

3. The volunteer will receive an email or phone call from the supervisor. 
4. The supervisor will add clarification notes to the original note after discussion (or email 

correspondence) with the advocate. 
5. Supervisor will approve the note. 

 

How does this change affect you? 

a. You will be guided by your supervisor to create fact-based observation notes in contact logs that 
are not biased.  

b. You are now being asked to set aside some time every week to look at Optima and assure 
yourself that your notes are being approved.  

c. You will have more communication with your supervisor than you do now. 



  

If you have any questions, please contact your Advocate Supervisor, Chelcie Jones, Kabrina Bland, or 
Kade Turner.  

 

Finally, I would like to remind everyone to load your          

training into Optima. Did you attend a seminar, etc? Your          

advocate supervisors will no longer be doing this for you.          

If you have any questions on this, please contact your          

advocate supervisor. 

I hope everyone has a great week! Please, we welcome          

you to stop by the office for a visit or give us a call with               

any questions or information you might want to share. 

With CASA Love, 

 

 

Beth R. Delcambre 
Volunteer Coordinator 
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